Music 5113: Introduction to Graduate Studies in Music

Library Assignment 2: Collected Editions, Historical Sets, and Thematic Catalogs

Name: ______________________________

1. What does the term 'historical edition' mean?

2. What is a 'scholarly' or 'critical' edition?

3. What is a collected edition?

4. What is an anthology?

5. What is a thematic catalog?

6. What is an incipit?

7. What does 'B.W.V.' stand for?

8. What does 'K.' stand for?

9. In what order are the works in the new Beethoven thematic catalog listed?

10. What kind of works are listed in volume 2 of the new Beethoven thematic catalog?

11. In what order are the works in the Mozart thematic catalog listed?

12. In what order are the works in the Bach thematic catalog listed?

13. Give the complete bibliographic citation of the Samuel Barber thematic catalog.

Where did you find the answer?
14. Which volume of the new W.A. Mozart collected edition contains the *Vesperae solennes de Confessore*?

   Where and when was it written?

   Where did you find the answer?

15. How many volumes are in the series *Das Chorwerk*?

   Which volume contains the score of Robert Fayrfax's Missa Tecum principium?

   Where did you find the answer?